Pre-configured RTU520
Reduces commissioning time

PRE-CONFIGURED RTU520

The solution

Benefits of pre-configuration

RTU520

Applications
Parameter change in 2 minutes with the new RTU520 engineering approach.

RTU520 together with the newly released software provides a ground breaking innovation in distribution automation for power grids.

The solution answers to the challenge of having a large number of RTUs with minimal variations. How to handle the minimal variations cost efficiently?

Fast and easy configuration can now be done in two steps with the pre-engineered solution:

1. Experienced engineer creates a typical configuration and defines the variables.

2. Commissioning personnel changes only some plant-specific parameters via web browser in a user specific view.

This innovation radically changes the workflow of traditional distribution automation system engineering to minimize commissioning time on site, as commissioning personnel do not need to be trained or experienced with the RTU.

Your benefits:
- Store configuration including logic directly on a SD card
- Easy handling for installation personal
- Documentation of site specific parameter changes included
- Foolproof engineering process
- Use installation personal for final parameter setting
- Tailored project specific solution

Parameter change in 2 minutes with the new RTU520 engineering approach.

80% Savings

Reduced commissioning time
The Situation
Big engineering efforts due to a large number of similar RTUs with minimal variation.

The Problem
How to handle engineering work easily and save costs in engineering?

The Solution
Configuration is done once in RTUtil and can be replicated as often as required. The parametrization can easily be done on site with the user friendly web server.

The Benefits

- Clear split between engineering and parameter settings
- Simple adaption of typical solution to local conditions without special know-how
- Reduces testing effort and required footprint
RTU520
Intuitive design for distribution systems

Distribution automation product for power grids
Interface with your SCADA to obtain a complete understanding of the status of your grid on a distribution level with RTU520. Allowing for the simple integration of renewables into your existing networks. Low power consumption saves costs for uninterruptible power supply and makes your installation greener. Highly customizable design enables the adaptation of input and output modules based on your application requirements.

Your benefits
- Efficient footprint allows to fit the RTU520 into small control cabinets
- Intuitive handling allows faster project execution
- User friendly design enables your employees to work fast and efficient with the products
- Secure communication in public networks saves time and money and fulfills highest cyber security standards
- Customizable product solution adapts fast and simple to changing requirements

RTU520 applications
- Pole-top switch monitoring and control
- Ring Main Unit (RMU) monitoring and control
- Self healing network (FDIR)
- VOLT/VAR control
- Capacitor bank control
- Oil and gas applications
- Monitoring and control for water applications
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